Sudbury Cyclists Union
Connecting Greater Sudbury Cyclists
sudburycyclistsunion.ca
WE ARE: People in Sudbury who love to bike, whether for transportation or recreation.
WE ARE: People who want to help build a better cycling culture and climate in Greater Sudbury.
WE ARE: A grassroots organization working to make cycling safe, accessible, and fun for cyclists of all
ages and ability.

Join us! Become a member.
Fill in this form and mail it to the address below.
Name:
Phone:

E-Mail:

Address & Postal Code:
I would like to be involved: 
I am most interested in (check your interests):
Being on the executive  Volunteering at events  Speaking up for safe cycling 
Coming out to rides 
Attending cycling related events 
I would like to receive the e-newsletter: *
Annual membership fee paid:  $10 OR pay what you can $________
Please pay according to your means, and your level of support for cycling. Cheques can be made
out to Sudbury Cyclists Union. All residents of Greater Sudbury are welcome as members.
Membership dues are needed for insurance and event expenses so that we can hold group
rides and other fun events like Bike Repair BBQs. Help us build cycling skills, cycling culture, and
connect cyclists in Greater Sudbury!
Date_______________________

Signature:__________________________

Know other people who love to cycle, or want to? Get them to join too! Together let’s enjoy
cycling, and be a strong voice for cyclists in Greater Sudbury.

*I agree to receive SCU emails and newsletters containing news, updates and promotions regarding the
SCU. I can withdraw my consent at any time. SCU will not share your private information which will
only be used to send you SCU information.
Mailing Address: Sudbury Cyclists Union, 1590 Dollard Avenue, Sudbury, ON P3A 4G9
info@sudburycyclistsunion.ca
sudburycyclistsunion.ca

705-805-0575
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Membership Benefits


Connect with other cyclists. Get tips, share cycling stories and favourite routes, and
enjoy all things cycling together.



Come out to events like fun group rides and spring tune-up BBQ’s.



Volunteer at events to promote cycling, like helping with bike parking at local festivals,
matching bikes and helmets with kids at bike exchanges, teaching cycling skills at bike
rodeos or courses, and more.



Have your needs and experiences as a cyclist brought to the attention of local decision
makers



Be part of a strong voice for local cyclists to help make cycling easier, safer and more
convenient. For example, the Sudbury Cyclists Union advocates for a minimum grid of
safe cycling routes so that cyclists of all ages and abilities can travel safely by bike. You
can help make that happen by joining to show your support!
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